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Bioclimatic Pergola BLADEROOF

BLADEROOF Technical Details
BLADEROOF is a high end bioclimatic pergola, designed and produced to protect and shade areas up to 56m2 with only
four pillars.
It is a flat structure, fully modular with straight and clean lines, offering a contemporary look ideal for private or
professional use, and creating a unique outdoor area.
BLADEROOF is automated with several integrated elements such as:
> Sophisticated gutter system with Integrated pipping through the pillars
> LED lighting on the blades or on the perimeter gutter
> Tubular motor inside a “special” blade, easy to access and easy to replace
BLADEROOF blades can rotate from 00 - 1350 offering great visibility and expanding the bioclimatic features to the
maximum.
Connection between pillars and beams, is achieved with sturdy hook type accessories without any visible fixation
points. The system design provides an easy installation procedure and wiring facilitation.

BLADEROOF10

The simplest and most economic model, produced for smaller
outdoor areas, private terraces or balconies.
Maximum dimensions: 3500 width X 4500 projection
Type: Not Modular
Beam dimensions: 200 height X 100 width
Pillar dimensions: 100X100
Blade dimensions: 190 length X 40 thickness
Blade rotation: 00 - 1350

BLADEROOF12

This is the best seller model, fully modular and ideal for medium
and large outdoor areas such as cafes, restaurants, swimming
pools and gardens.
Maximum dimensions: 4500 width X 6100 projection
Type: Modular
Beam dimensions: 250 height X 120 width
Pillar dimensions: 120X120
Blade dimensions: 190 length X 40 thickness
Blade rotation: 00 - 1350

BLADEROOF16

The particular model can reach up to 7500X7500 dimensions with
only four pillars, that makes it the stronger and larger
Bioclimatic structure available. BLADEROOF16 can cover large and
very large areas, minimizing the number of pillars and
offering a unique clean visibility and open space.
Maximum dimensions: 7500 width X 75000 projection
With four pillars
Type: Modular
Beam dimensions: 310 height X 160 width
Pillar dimensions: 160X160
Blade dimensions: 190 length X 40 thickness

M5677

M5678

Retractable Pergola PANORAMA
PANORAMA is a retractable inclined structure, designed to adapt easily both for private or commercial use.
The heavy duty aluminium runners are supporting either glass blades or insulated panel blades, depending on the needs
and specifications of every project.
Pergola PANORAMA is always attached to a wall or steel structure and it is motorized with Somfy Sunilus io motor and
remote control. LED lights along the runners are also available as an optional.
All pergolas are powder coated according to “Qualicoat” standards and are available in any RAL, matt or structural color,
upon request.

PRODUCT DETAILS
> Maximum dimensions per module 380X600
> Beam 19X6,5 (steel re-inforced over 500 projection)
> Pillars 13X6,5 / 13X13 / 10X10 Steel
> 4+4 laminate glass blades or 20mm insulated panel
> Somfy Sunilus motor with remote control
> LED lights on runners
> Awning protection cover (optional)
> Gutter and drainage (optional)
> Full gasket insulation

> Section & operation details
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